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Founded in 2019, ENTER.black
is an artistic collective dedi-
cated to developping immer-
sive experiences.
In an eco-responsible scenography,
ENTER.black establishes the exploration of
new disciplinary and connected territories.
In July 2021, the studio begins an incubation
program with the CENTQUATRE-PARIS.
A hybrid project merging entertainment and
culture.
An ecosystem of interactive modules who
come alive in artistic and cultural events.
Between innovative storytelling and new tech-
nologies, ENTER connects creative talents and
environments for the deployment of multi-sen-
sorial installations.
A global concept constantly evolving to to fit
our will to adapt every existing installations and
create new ones.

Creating a dialogue between disciplines. Crafting
experiences. Awaking an universe of perceptions.
Taking a glimpse at a sensory world. Transform an
event into an experience.

PROJECTING FEELINGS
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Fanny Fortage has been interested in audiovisuals since 
she was very young, after a cinema high school and then a 
Bachelor’s degree in Cinema, she now makes digital videos 
in short format and is passionate about video-mapping. 
Under the name of VJ Bonnie, she projects her images in 
many Parisian concert halls. 
She is in charge of the concept and creation of ENTER.black.

Tiziano Soardi is passionate about new technologies and 
how they work. After studying economics and business, 
he redirects himself towards video. Today, as a craftsman 
of the image, he is a chief operator on the shooting of video 
clips, commercials or institutional videos.  
Within ENTER, he conceives and builds the installations; 
from the technical plan to the programming of the works 
(code, electronics, manufacturing...).  

Together they first directed clips, notably for Universal or 
Sony, creating themselves a whole scenographic universe 
around light and optical illusion. 
Following a common desire to create new interactive expe-
riences; they joined forces to realize them; from the idea to 
the finished product was born ENTER.black. 
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The dictionary defines “immersive” as “the action of immersing something completely in a
liquid” or “to live in a foreign country”. The immersive installation must therefore be lived. In
order to achieve this, it regularly uses virtual or augmented reality.
We create multidisciplinary artistic installations in order to transform places in a
multisensory way.

Interactive design is the creative activity dedicated to the design of digital products and
services. Its approach is to define and perfect how people, products and services interact.
We create human-machine interfaces to invite interaction and engage multiple audiences.

IMMERSIVE SCENOGRAPHY

INTERACTIVE MODULE PRODUCTION

SERVICES
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VJing is a broad term that refers to real-time visual performance. The characteristics of
VJing are the creation or manipulation of the image in real time via technological
mediation and towards an audience, in synchronization with the music.
We project video material in real time in order to enhance audible experiences.

Experience design is the practice of designing services, products, journeys customers,
processes, and more generally environments, emphasizing on the excellence of the user
experience.
We design tailor-made devices to allow a brand to offer a unique and identifiable
experience.

VJING

EXPERIENCE DESIGN & PRODUCTION
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From the scenography 
of an event to its
distribution, we adapt
our installations to
your project and deve-
lop new ones with
a personalized narra-
tion.

An invitation to co-
create modular and
eco-responsible eco-
systems with creative 
and innovative
partners. 

Our clients range from
artists to brands or
cultural institutions.
ENTER.black deploys
its installations in related
environments and their
transversal audiences.

From its ideation to its
realization, ENTER
intervenes on the
whole stages of a pro-
ject.

The studio conceptua-
lizes and produces
tailored and interactive
experiences.

EXPERIENCE
BRANDING

CONCEPT
& DEVELOPEMENT

GRAPHIC DESIGN
& SCENOGRAPHY

PRODUCTION &
DISTRIBUTION
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Bpifrance finances
companies – at every stage
of their development – in
credit, collateral and equity.
Bpifrance supports innova-
tive startups with their
international development as
well.
Bpifrance helps companies
through a wide range of pro-
ducts such as export credit,
non guaranteed loans...

104factory acts as an acce-
lerator of opportunities for
entrepreneurs with innova-
tive projects that fall within
the field of artistic, cultural
and creative industries.
The incubation offers each
entrepreneur the opportunity
to be supported in the deve-
lopment of their start-up
and to conduct in-situ expe-
riments, in interaction with
the public and the CENT-
QUATRE-PARIS ecosys-
tem.

PARTNERS
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lized photocall that uses micro-
mapping and an intuitive interface. 
A disruptive booth that projects 
evocative patterns on the faces of 
its guests, making them a part of 
the art piece.

Alone or with others, spectators 
can select their favorite
projections and collect their por-
traits through a web-app or
instant printing. 

MODULE
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Development of an application that allows the Metamorphin’s filters to be applied in 
augmented reality. Like Instagram filters, the video projections will adapt to the users’ 
faces. 

This new technology could be used for other purposes than the Metamorphheur, such 
as the projection of filters on faces for photocalls or interactive exhibitions with map-
ping.
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Clients 

Sony (Arista)
For the album release of the artist Béné, the Selfinity was transformed into a
listening booth. 

Google (Uzik)
Creation of the LED ME IN module with the colors of the Google logo for the
ChromeBook introductary party. 

VVV, Atelier Eveil Ludique, 8IGB community clothing 
Creation of a infinite laser corridor and video capture for their digital fashion 
show denouncing the failings of the textile industry.

Exhibition

Thomas Smith x ENTER at la Rotonde, installation of the photographer’s pic-
tures in the Selfinity. (pictures printed on tracing paper)
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Clients 
JagerMeister (Night Embassy)
Aramis Auto (La Riposte)
Douve Blanche (festival) 
Sony Music (label Arista)
Château Perché (festival)
Cultural centers 
Rotonde Stalingrad
La Grande Surface
Rex Club
Palais Galliera
CENTQUATRE-PARIS
Gaîté Lyrique

Installation of the interactive art
pieces in the la Rotonde Stalin-
grad gallery and scenography
of the Atrium (dancefloor of the
event).

Interactive stage production
at the Jardin 21, Pantin.
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18 WORK IN PROGRESS

EUROPEAN NIGHT OF MUSEUMS
2021-2023
Creation and production of the 
installation «Mise en Lumières» 
Act II at the Palais Galliera, 
Fashion Museum of the City of 
Paris, with laser projections and 
mapping, realized live for the Eu-
ropean Night of Museums 2022.

«Mise en Lumières» Act I was 
unveiled in the form of a video, 
broadcasted for the European 
Night of the Museums 2021. It was 
inviting the viewer to discover the 
architecture of the building through 
the path of a white line accompa-
nied by spatialized sound. 
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BABEL LIVE A/V
2021-2023

Babel is an immersive audiovisual 
show, reinterpreting freely the myth 
of the Tower, to create a
dreamlike sequel for it, between 
questioning and hope.
We composed the first piece and it 
was played live at the French Ins-
titute of Tunisia.
A video was recorded in order to 
promote the show. 

«Humanity, full of doubts, seems 
to have lost sight of its common 
path. Faced with its own contra-
dictions, it has found no other 
solution than a schizophrenia 
that pushes it to implosion, to 
the splintering of people and lan-
guages. Will it be able to overco-
me its selfish ambitions to find 
the peace necessary for its
survival?»
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CONTACT
INQUIRIES → fanny@enter.black______
PARTNERSHIPS → harry@enter.black______
BUSINESS → maryam@enter.black________
PRESS → contact@enter.black_____________




